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About Mic Clips Suitable for Handheld
Microphones Units Item

1. Package contents: The mic holder package includes 1microphone clips and 1 mic adapters,
providing enough quantity for your various needs. You can also share them with your family
and friends!

2. Size details: The microphone holder clip's metal threaded joint has a diameter of about 5/8
inch, while the metal adapter nut has a diameter of about 3/8 inch. The microphone clip
measures approximately 7.4 x6.7×3.9 cm/ 2.91×2.63×1.53 inches. Please carefully review
the size information before placing your order.

3. Reliable material: The microphone clip is made of high-quality plastic and copper, and the
metal adapter nut is made of aluminum copper plating, making it structurally stable and
resistant to wear and breakage. It has excellent texture and a precise build. You can use mic
clamps and nut adapters with confidence.

4. Easy to use: The adjustable microphone holder uses a knob adjustment design, making it
easy to adjust the microphone's angle without requiring other tools. This design of the
microphone clip saves you time and energy.

5. Use range: 5 Core microphone holder is easy to clamp and suitable for microphones ranging
from 15-50mm/ 0.59- 1.97 inches in diameter.



Product Description

The 5 Core microphone holder pack is the game changer for the audio content
creator. The package includes 1mic clips and 1 mic adapters, making it perfect for
your various needs. You can easily adjust the angle of the mic with the knob
adjustment design, saving you time and energy.

Made with high-quality material, these mic holders and adapters are built to last. The
mic clips boast an anti-slip design. Therefore you can use them without worrying
about the safety of the mic. Get your hands on this microphone holder pack and
revolutionize your microphone game.

At 5 Core, Customer satisfaction is our priority—a proven track record of delivering the
highest quality product since 1984.

Features

Secure grip Scratch proof Build to last Portable



The spring-loaded
mechanism in the
mic clip grips your
mics securely &
firmly.

Soft lining protects
your precious
microphone from
scratches and helps
prevent slipping.

Rust-proof,
corrosion
resistant, and
long-lasting, use it
for a prolonged
time.

The design is compact
and supports most
handheld
microphones present
in the market.

Product specification:

● Color: Black
● Material: Heavy duty Plastic
● The nut has a diameter- of 3/8 inch
● Mic clip measurement: 7.4 x6.7×3.9 cm

Package includes:

● 1x Microphone holder and 1x Nut adapter

Usages

Use the mic clips to boost confidence.

Replace old or broken mic clip or adapter.

Conveniently change the angle of the mic in seconds.

Use the microphone holder for a hands-free experience.

Secure your microphone in place during the performance.

Benefits of products

Hold the microphone securely.

Have peace of mind knowing the mic won't fall!



Create professional quality audio without any disruption.

Experience the convenience of the easy-to-clamp design.

Increase the lifespan of your mic by using the secure mic clip.

Benefits of 5 Core over other products

Spring-loaded clip.

Adjustable mic clamp holder.

Break-resistant clip, anti-rust nut.

Golden nut adapter made of metal.

Suitable for most handheld microphones.

Why 5 Core

5 Core has been known for producing high-quality, premium products since 1984.

We are committed to using only the best materials and components to ensure the
longevity of our products.

The best deals compared to other brands in the market without compromising on
quality.

The trustworthy choice for thousands of customers scattered worldwide in more than
65 countries.



Backed by a proven track record of happy customers and peace of mind.

Comparison

Specification 5 Core Product Other Product

Adjustable Yes No

Nut adapter Yes No

ABS build Yes No

About Brand

5 Core, headquartered in California, warehouse in Bellefontaine, OH, USA, has a
reputation for being a trusted and reliable brand, offering products designed to meet
the highest industry standards. Our products are thoroughly tested and inspected
before they are sent to the end user, ensuring that the customers receive products of
the highest quality and reliability. With a commitment to quality, affordability, and
customer satisfaction, 5 Core is a brand people can trust for all their needs and wants.

Q&A

Question:What materials are these mic clips and adapters made of?

Answer: The mic clips are made of quality plastic and copper, while the adapters are
made of aluminum copper plating.

Question: How many mic clips and adapters are included in the package?

Answer: The package includes 1mic clip and 1 adapter.



Question: Can these mic clips and adapters be used with large recording
microphones?

Answer: These mic clips are unsuitable for large recording microphones. They are
designed to be used with microphones ranging from 15-50 mm/ 0.59-1.97 inches in
diameter.

Question:What is the diameter of the threaded joint on the mic clip?

Answer: The diameter of the threaded metal joint of the mic clip is approximately 5/8
inches.

Question: Is any additional tool required to adjust the mic angle?

Answer: No, the adjustable knob design allows you to easily adjust the angle of your
mic without the need for additional tools.


